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Abstract

Numerous approaches for identifying important content for automatic
text summarization have been developed to date. Topic representation
approaches ﬁrst derive an intermediate representation of the text that
captures the topics discussed in the input. Based on these representations of topics, sentences in the input document are scored for importance. In contrast, in indicator representation approaches, the text is
represented by a diverse set of possible indicators of importance which
do not aim at discovering topicality. These indicators are combined,
very often using machine learning techniques, to score the importance
of each sentence. Finally, a summary is produced by selecting sentences
in a greedy approach, choosing the sentences that will go in the summary
one by one, or globally optimizing the selection, choosing the best set of
sentences to form a summary. In this chapter we give a broad overview
of existing approaches based on these distinctions, with particular attention on how representation, sentence scoring or summary selection
strategies alter the overall performance of the summarizer. We also
point out some of the peculiarities of the task of summarization which
have posed challenges to machine learning approaches for the problem,
and some of the suggested solutions1 .

1 Portions

of this chapter have already appeared in our more detailed overview of summarization research [67]. The larger manuscript includes sections on generation techniques for
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1.

How do Extractive Summarizers Work?

Summarization systems need to produce a concise and ﬂuent summary
conveying the key information in the input. In this chapter we constrain
our discussion to extractive summarization systems for short, paragraphlength summaries and explain how these systems perform summarization. These summarizers identify the most important sentences in the
input, which can be either a single document or a cluster of related
documents, and string them together to form a summary. The decision
about what content is important is driven primarily by the input to the
summarizer.
The choice to focus on extractive techniques leaves out the large body
of text-to-text generation approaches developed for abstractive summarization, but allows us to focus on some of the most dominant approaches
which are easily adapted to take users’ information need into account
and work for both single- and multi-document inputs. Moreover, by examining the stages in the operation of extractive summarizers we are able
to point out commonalities and diﬀerences in summarization approaches
which relate to critical components of a system and could explain the
advantages of certain techniques over others.
In order to better understand the operation of summarization systems
and to emphasize the design choices system developers need to make, we
distinguish three relatively independent tasks performed by virtually all
summarizers: creating an intermediate representation of the input which
captures only the key aspects of the text, scoring sentences based on that
representation and selecting a summary consisting of several sentences.
Intermediate representation Even the simplest systems derive
some intermediate representation of the text they have to summarize
and identify important content based on this representation. Topic representation approaches convert the text to an intermediate representation interpreted as the topic(s) discussed in the text. Some of the most
popular summarization methods rely on topic representations and this
class of approaches exhibits an impressive variation in sophistication and
representation power. They include frequency, TF.IDF and topic word
approaches in which the topic representation consists of a simple table
summarization, evaluation issues and genre speciﬁc summarization which we do not address
in this chapter. http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/1500000015
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of words and their corresponding weights, with more highly weighted
words being more indicative of the topic; lexical chain approaches in
which a thesaurus such as WordNet is used to ﬁnd topics or concepts of
semantically related words and then give weight to the concepts; latent
semantic analysis in which patterns of word co-occurrence are identiﬁed
and roughly construed as topics, as well as weights for each pattern;
full blown Bayesian topic models in which the input is represented as
a mixture of topics and each topic is given as a table of word probabilities (weights) for that topic. Indicator representation approaches
represent each sentence in the input as a list of indicators of importance
such as sentence length, location in the document, presence of certain
phrases, etc. In graph models, such as LexRank, the entire document is
represented as a network of inter-related sentences.
Score sentences Once an intermediate representation has been derived, each sentence is assigned a score which indicates its importance.
For topic representation approaches, the score is commonly related to
how well a sentence expresses some of the most important topics in the
document or to what extent it combines information about diﬀerent topics. For the majority of indicator representation methods, the weight of
each sentence is determined by combining the evidence from the diﬀerent indicators, most commonly by using machine learning techniques to
discover indicator weights. In LexRank, the weight of each sentence is
derived by applying stochastic techniques to the graph representation of
the text.
Select summary sentences Finally, the summarizer has to select
the best combination of important sentences to form a paragraph length
summary. In the best n approaches, the top n most important sentences
which combined have the desired summary length are selected to form
the summary. In maximal marginal relevance approaches, sentences are
selected in an iterative greedy procedure. At each step of the procedure
the sentence importance score is recomputed as a linear combination
between the original importance weight of the sentence and its similarity
with already chosen sentences. Sentences that are similar to already
chosen sentences are dispreferred. In global selection approaches, the
optimal collection of sentences is selected subject to constraints that try
to maximize overall importance, minimize redundancy, and, for some
approaches, maximize coherence.
There are very few inherent dependencies between the three processing steps described above and a summarizer can incorporate any combination of speciﬁc choices on how to perform the steps. Changes in the
way a speciﬁc step is performed can markedly change the performance
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of the summarizer, and we will discuss some of the known diﬀerences as
we introduce the traditional methods.
In ranking the importance of sentences for summaries, other factors
also come into play. If we have information about the context in which
the summary is generated, this can help in determining importance.
Context can take the form of information about user needs, often presented through a query. Context can include the environment in which
an input document is situated, such as the links which point to a web
page. Another factor which aﬀects sentence ranking is the genre of a
document. Whether the input document is a news article, an email
thread, a web page or a journal article inﬂuences the strategies used to
select sentences.
We begin with a discussion of topic representation approaches in Section 2. In these approaches the independence between the methods for
deriving the intermediate representation and those for scoring sentences
is most clear and we emphasize the range of choices for each as we discuss individual approaches. In Section 3 we discuss approaches that
focus attention on the contextual information necessary for determining
sentence importance rather than the topic representation itself. We follow with a presentation of indicator representation approaches in Section
4. We then discuss approaches to selecting the sentences of a summary
in Section 5 before concluding.

2.

Topic Representation Approaches

Topic representation approaches vary tremendously in sophistication
and encompass a family of methods for summarization. Here we present
some of the most widely applied topic representation approaches, as
well as those that have been gaining popularity because of their recent
successes.

2.1

Topic Words

In remarkably early work on text summarization [53], Luhn proposed
the use of frequency thresholds to identify descriptive words in a document to be summarized, a simple representation of the document’s topic.
The descriptive words in his approach exclude the most frequent words
in the document, which are likely to be determiners, prepositions, or
domain speciﬁc words, as well as those occurring only a few times A
modern statistical version of Luhn’s idea applies the log-likelihood ratio test [22] for identiﬁcation of words that are highly descriptive of the
input. Such words have been traditionally called “topic signatures” in
the summarization literature [46]. The use of topic signatures words
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as representation of the input has led to high performance in selecting
important content for multi-document summarization of news [15, 38].
Topic signatures are words that occur often in the input but are rare
in other texts, so their computation requires counts from a large collection of documents in addition to the input for summarization. One
of the key strengths of the log-likelihood ratio test approach is that it
provides a way of setting a threshold to divide all words in the input into
either descriptive or not. The decision is made based on a test for statistical signiﬁcance, to large extent removing the need for the arbitrary
thresholds in the original approach.
Information about the frequency of occurrence of words in a large
background corpus is necessary to compute the statistic on the basis
of which topic signature words are determined. The likelihood of the
input I and the background corpus is computed under two assumptions:
(H1) that the probability of a word in the input is the same as in the
background B or (H2) that the word has a diﬀerent, higher probability,
in the input than in the background.
H1: P (w|I) = P (w|B) = p (w is not descriptive)
H2: P (w|I) = pI and P (w|B) = pB and pI > pB (w is descriptive)
The likelihood of a text with respect to a given word of interest, w,
is computed via the binomial distribution formula. The input and the
background corpus are treated as a sequence of words wi : w1 w2 . . . wN .
The occurrence of each word is a Bernoulli trial with probability p of
success, which occurs when wi = w. The overall probability of observing
the word w appearing k times in the N trials is given by the binomial
distribution
b(k, N, p) =

N k
p (1 − p)N −k
k

(3.1)

For H1, the probability p is computed from the input and the background collection taken together. For H2, p1 is computed from the input,
p2 from the background, and the likelihood of the entire data is equal to
the product of the binomial for the input and that for the background.
More speciﬁcally, the likelihood ratio is deﬁned as
λ=

b(k, N, p)
b(kI , NI , pI ).b(kB , NB , pB )

(3.2)

where the counts with subscript I are computed only from the input to
the summarizer and those with index B are computed over the background corpus.
The statistic equal to −2 log λ has a known statistical distribution
2
(χ ), which can be used to determine which words are topic signatures.
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Topic signature words are those that have a likelihood statistic greater
than what one would expect by chance. The probability of obtaining
a given value of the statistic purely by chance can be looked up in a
χ2 distribution table; for instance a value of 10.83 can be obtained by
chance with probability of 0.001.
The importance of a sentence is computed as the number of topic
signatures it contains or as the proportion of topic signatures in the
sentence. Both of these sentence scoring functions are based on the
same topic representation, the scores they assign to sentences may be
rather diﬀerent. The ﬁrst approach is likely to score longer sentences
higher, simply because they contain more words. The second approach
favors density of topic words.

2.2

Frequency-driven Approaches

There are two potential modiﬁcations that naturally come to mind
when considering the topic words approach. The weights of words in
topic representations need not be binary (either 1 or 0) as in the topic
word approaches. In principle it would even be beneﬁcial to be able to
compare the continuous weights of words and determine which ones are
more related to the topic. The approaches we present in this section—
word probability and TF.IDF—indeed assign non-binary weights related
on the number of occurrences of a word or concept. Research has already
shown that the binary weights give more stable indicators of sentence
importance than word probability and TF.IDF [34]. Nonetheless we
overview these approaches because of their conceptual simplicity and
reasonable performance. We also describe the lexical chains approach to
determining sentence importance. In contrast to most other approaches,
it makes use of WordNet, a lexical database which records semantic relations between words. Based on the information derived from WordNet,
lexical chain approaches are able to track the prominence, indicated by
frequency, of diﬀerent topics discussed in the input.
Word probability is the simplest form of using frequency in the
input as an indicator of importance2 . The probability of a word w, p(w)
is computed from the input, which can be a cluster of related documents
or a single document. It is calculated as the number of occurrences of a
word, c(w) divided by the number of all words in the input, N :

2 Raw frequency would be even simpler, but this measure is too strongly inﬂuenced by document length. A word appearing twice in a 10 word document may be important, but not
necessarily so in a 1000 word document. Computing word probability makes an adjustment
for document length.
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c(w)
(3.3)
N
SumBasic is one system developed to operationalize the idea of using
frequency for sentence selection. It relies only on word probability to
calculate importance [94]. For each sentence Sj in the input it assigns
a weight equal to the average probability p(wi ) of the content words in
the sentence3 , estimated from the input for summarization:

wi ∈Sj p(wi )
W eight(Sj ) =
(3.4)
|{wi |wi ∈ Sj }|
p(w) =

Then, in a greedy fashion, SumBasic picks the best scoring sentence
that contains the word that currently has the highest probability. This
selection strategy assumes that at each point when a sentence is selected,
a single word—that with highest probability—represents the most important topic in the document and the goal is to select the best sentence
that covers this word. After the best sentence is selected, the probability
of each word that appears in the chosen sentence is adjusted. It is set
to a smaller value, equal to the square of the probability of the word
at the beginning of the current selection step, to reﬂect the fact that
the probability of a word occurring twice in a summary is lower than
the probability of the word occurring only once. This selection loop is
repeated until the desired summary length is achieved.
With continuous weights, there are even greater number of possibilities for deﬁning the sentence scoring function compared to the topic
words method: the weights can be summed, multiplied, averaged, etc.
In each case the scoring is derived by the same representation but the resulting summarizer performance can vary considerably depending on the
choice [68]. The sentence selection strategy of SumBasic is a variation
of the maximal marginal relevance strategy, but an approach that optimizes the occurrence of important words globally over the entire summary instead of greedy selection perform better [89]. Word probabilities
can serve as the basis for increasingly complex views of summarization
[50].
TF*IDF weighting (Term Frequency*Inverse Document Frequency)
The word probability approach relies on a stop word list to eliminate
too common words from consideration. Deciding which words to include in a stop list, however, is not a trivial task and assigning TF*IDF
weights to words [79, 87] provides a better alternative. This weighting
3 Sentences

that have fewer than 15 content words are assigned weight zero and a stop word
list is used to eliminate very common words from consideration.
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exploits counts from a background corpus, which is a large collection of
documents, normally from the same genre as the document that is to be
summarized; the background corpus serves as indication of how often a
word may be expected to appear in an arbitrary text.
The only additional information besides the term frequency c(w) that
we need in order to compute the weight of a word w which appears c(w)
times in the input for summarization is the number of documents, d(w),
in a background corpus of D documents that contain the word. This
allows us to compute the inverse document frequency:
T F ∗ IDFw = c(w). log

D
d(w)

(3.5)

In many cases c(w) is divided by the maximum number of occurrences
of any word in the document, which normalizes for document length.
Descriptive topic words are those that appear often in a document, but
are not very common in other documents. Words that appear in most
documents will have an IDF close to zero. The TF*IDF weights of
words are good indicators of importance, and they are easy and fast to
compute. These properties explain why TF*IDF is incorporated in one
form or another in most current systems [25, 26, 28–30, 40].
Centroid summarization [73], which has become a popular baseline
system, is also built on TF.IDF topic representation. In this approach,
an empirically determined threshold is set, and all words with TF.IDF
below that threshold are considered to have a weight of zero. In this
way the centroid approach is similar to the topic word approach because words with low weight are treated as noise and completely ignored
when computing sentence importance. It also resembles the word probability approach because it keeps diﬀerential weights (TF.IDF) for all
word above the threshold. The sentence scoring function in the centroid
method is the sum of weights of the words in it.
Lexical chains [3, 86, 31] and some related approaches represent topics
that are discussed throughout a text by exploiting relations between
words. They capture semantic similarity between nouns to determine
the importance of sentences. The lexical chains approach captures the
intuition that topics are expressed using not a single word but instead
diﬀerent related words. For example, the occurrence of the words “car”,
“wheel”, “seat”, “passenger” indicates a clear topic, even if each of the
words is not by itself very frequent. The approach heavily relies on
WordNet [63], a manually compiled thesaurus which lists the diﬀerent
senses of each word, as well as word relationships such as synonymy,
antonymy, part-whole and general-speciﬁc.
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A large part of Barzilay and Elhadad’s original work on applying
lexical chains for summarization [3] is on new methods for constructing good lexical chains, with emphasis on word sense disambiguation of
words with multiple meanings (i.e. the word “bank” can mean a ﬁnancial
institution or the land near a river or lake). They develop an algorithm
that improves on previous work by waiting to disambiguate polysemous
words until all possible chains for a text have been constructed; word
senses are disambiguated by selecting the interpretations with the most
connections in the text. Later research further improved both the runtime of the algorithms for building of lexical chains, and the accuracy of
word sense disambiguation [86, 31].
Barzilay and Elhadad claim that the most prevalent discourse topic
will play an important role in the summary and argue that lexical chains
provide a better indication of discourse topic than does word frequency
simply because diﬀerent words may refer to the same topic. They deﬁne
the strength of a lexical chain by its length, which is equal to the number
of words found to be members of the same chain, and its homogeneity,
where homogeneity captures the number of distinct lexical items in the
chain divided by its length. They build the summary by extracting one
sentence for each highly scored chain, choosing the ﬁrst sentence in the
document containing a representative word for the chain.
This strategy for summary selection—one sentence per important
topic—is easy to implement but possibly too restrictive. The question
that stands out, and which Barzilay and Elhadad raise but do not address, is that maybe for some topics more than one sentence should be
included in the summary. Other sentence scoring techniques for lexical
chain summarization have not been explored, i.e. sentences that include
several of the highly scoring chains may be even more informative about
the connection between the discussed topics.
In later work, researchers chose to avoid the problem of word sense disambiguation altogether but still used WordNet to track the frequency of
all members of a concept set [82, 102]. Even without sense disambiguation, these approaches were able to derive concepts like {war, campaign,
warfare, eﬀort, cause, operation, conﬂict}, {concern, carrier, worry, fear,
scare} or {home, base, source, support, backing}. Each of the individual
words in the concept could appear only once or twice in the input, but
the concept itself appeared in the document frequently.
The heavy reliance on WordNet is clearly a bottleneck for the approaches above, because success is constrained by the coverage of WordNet. Because of this, robust methods such as latent semantic analysis
that do not use a speciﬁc static hand-crafted resource have much appeal.
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Latent Semantic Analysis

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [19] is a robust unsupervised technique for deriving an implicit representation of text semantics based on
observed co-occurrence of words. Gong and Liu [33] proposed the use of
LSA for single and multi-document generic summarization of news, as
a way of identifying important topics in documents without the use of
lexical resources such as WordNet.
Building the topic representation starts by ﬁlling in a n by m matrix
A: each row corresponds to a word from the input (n words) and each
column corresponds to a sentence in the input (m sentences). Entry
aij of the matrix corresponds to the weight of word i in sentence j. If
the sentence does not contain the word, the weight is zero, otherwise
the weight is equal to the TF*IDF weight of the word. Standard techniques for singular value decomposition (SVD) from linear algebra are
applied to the matrix A, to represent it as the product of three matrices:
A = U ΣV T . Every matrix has a representation of this kind and many
standard libraries provide a built-in implementation of the decomposition.
Matrix U is a n by m matrix of real numbers. Each column can
be interpreted as a topic, i.e. a speciﬁc combination of words from the
input with the weight of each word in the topic given by the real number.
Matrix Σ is diagonal m by m matrix. The single entry in row i of the
matrix corresponds to the weight of the “topic”, which is the ith column
of U . Topics with low weight can be ignored, by deleting the last k
rows of U , the last k rows and columns of Σ and the last k rows of
V T . This procedure is called dimensionality reduction. It corresponds
to the thresholds employed in the centroid and topic words approaches,
and topics with low weight are treated as noise. Matrix V T is a new
representation of the sentences, one sentence per row, each of which is
expressed not in terms of words that occur in the sentence but rather
in terms of the topics given in U . The matrix D = ΣV T combines the
topic weights and the sentence representation to indicate to what extent
the sentence conveys the topic, with dij indicating the weight for topic
i in sentence j.
The original proposal of Gong and Liu was to select one sentence for
each of the most important topics. They perform dimensionality reduction, retaining only as many topics as the number of sentences they want
to include in the summary. The sentence with the highest weight for each
of the retained topics is selected to form the summary. This strategy suffers from the same drawback as the lexical chains approach because more
than one sentence may be required to convey all information pertinent
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to that topic. Later researchers have proposed alternative procedures
which have led to improved performance of the summarizer in content
selection. One improvement is to use the weight of each topic in order
to determine the relative proportion of the summary that should cover
the topic, thus allowing for a variable number of sentences per topic.
Another improvement was to notice that often sentences that discuss
several of the important topics are good candidates for summaries [88].
To identify such sentences, the weight of sentence si is set to equal



W eight(si ) = 

m

d2i,j

(3.6)

j=1

Further variations of the LSA approach have also been explored [72,
35]. The systems that rely on LSA best exemplify the signiﬁcance of the
procedure for sentence scoring. In the many variants of the algorithm,
the topic representation remains the same while the way sentences are
scored and chosen varies, directly inﬂuencing the performance of the
summarizer when selecting important content.

2.4

Bayesian Topic Models

Bayesian models are the most sophisticated approach for topic representation proposed for summarization which has been steadily gaining
popularity [18, 36, 97, 11].
The original Bayesian model for multi-document summarization [18,
36], derives several distinct probabilistic distributions of words that appear in the input. One distribution is for general English (G), one for
the entire cluster to be summarized (C) and one for each individual document i in that cluster (Di ). Each of G, C and D consist of tables of
words and their probabilities, or weights, much like the word probability
approach, but the weights are very diﬀerent in G, C and D: a word with
high probability in general English is likely to have (almost) zero weight
in the cluster table C. The tables (probability distributions) are derived
as a part of a hierarchical topic model [8]. It is an unsupervised model
and the only data it requires are several multi-document clusters; the
general English weights reﬂect occurrence of words across most of the
input clusters.
The topic model representations are quite appealing because they capture information that is lost in most of the other approaches. They, for
example, have an explicit representation of the individual documents
that make up the cluster that is to be summarized, while it is customary
in other approaches to treat the input to a multi-document summarizer
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as one long text, without distinguishing document boundaries. The
detailed representation would likely enable the development of better
summarizers which conveys the similarities and diﬀerences among the
diﬀerent documents that make up the input for multi-document summarization [55, 24, 54]. It is also ﬂexible in the manner in which it
derives the general English weights of words, without the need for a
pre-determined stop word list, or IDF values from a background corpus.
In addition to the improved representation, the topic models highlight
the use of a diﬀerent sentence scoring procedure: Kullback-Lieber (KL)
divergence. The KL divergence between two probability distributions
captures the mismatch in probabilities assigned to the same events by
the two distributions. In summarization, the events are the occurrence
of words. The probability of words in the summary can be computed
directly, as the number of times the word occurs divided by the total
number of words.
In general the KL divergence of probability distribution Q with respect
to distribution P over words w is deﬁned as
KL(P ||Q) =

P (w) log
w

P (w)
Q(w)

(3.7)

P (w) and Q(w) are the probabilities of w in P and Q respectively.
Sentences are scored and selected in a greedy iterative procedure [36].
In each iteration the best sentence i to be selected in the summary
is determined as the one for which the KL divergence between C, the
probabilities of words in the cluster to be summarized, and the summary
so far, including i, is smallest.
KL divergence is appealing as a way of scoring and selecting sentence
in summarization because it truly captures an intuitive notion that good
summaries are similar to the input. Thinking about a good summary
in this way is not new in summarization [21, 74] but KL provides a way
of measuring how the importance of words, given by their probabilities,
changes in the summary compared to the input. A good summary would
reﬂect the importance of words according to the input, so the divergence
between the two will be low. This intuition has been studied extensively
in work on automatic evaluation of content selection in summarization,
where another indicator of divergence—Jensen Shannon divergence—has
proven superior to KL [45, 52].
Given all this, information theoretic measures for scoring sentences
are likely to gain popularity even outside the domain on Bayesian topic
model representations. All that is necessary in order to apply a divergence to score the summary is a table with word probabilities. The word
probability approaches in the spirit of SumBasic [68] can directly ap-
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ply divergence measures to score sentences rather than sum, multiply
or average the probabilities of words; other methods that assign weights
to words can normalize the weights to get a probability distribution of
words. In the next section we will also discuss an approach for summarizing academic articles which uses KL divergence to score sentences.

2.5

Sentence Clustering and Domain-dependent
Topics

In multi-document summarization of news, the input by deﬁnition
consists of several articles, possibly from diﬀerent sources, on the same
topic. Across the diﬀerent articles there will be sentences that contain
similar information. Information that occurs in many of the input documents is likely important and worth selecting in a summary. Of course,
verbatim repetition on the sentence level is not that common across
sources. Rather, similar sentences can be clustered together [59, 39, 85].
In summarization, cosine similarity is standardly used to measure the
similarity between the vector representations of sentences [78].
In this approach, clusters of similar sentences are treated as proxies for
topics; clusters with many sentences represent important topic themes in
the input. Selecting one representative sentence from each main cluster
is one way to produce an extractive summary, while minimizing possible
redundancy in the summary.
The sentence clustering approach to multi-document summarization
exploits repetition at the sentence level. The more sentences there are in
a cluster, the more important the information in the cluster is considered.
Below is an example of a sentence cluster from diﬀerent documents in
the input to a multi-document summarizer. All four sentences share
common content that should be conveyed in the summary.
S1 PAL was devastated by a pilots’ strike in June and by the region’s currency crisis.
S2 In June, PAL was embroiled in a crippling three-week pilots’ strike.
S3 Tan wants to retain the 200 pilots because they stood by him when the majority
of PAL’s pilots staged a devastating strike in June.
S4 In June, PAL was embroiled in a crippling three-week pilots’ strike.

Constraining each sentence to belong to only one cluster is a distinct
disadvantage of the sentence clustering approach, and graph methods
for summarization which we discuss in the next section, have proven to
exploit the same ideas in a more ﬂexible way.
For domain-speciﬁc summarization, however, clustering of sentences
from many samples from the domain can give a good indication about
the topics that are usually discussed in the domain, and the type of
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information that a summary would need to convey. In this case, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) that capture “story ﬂow”—what topics are
discussed in what order in the domain— can be trained [5, 28]. These
models capitalize on the fact that within a speciﬁc domain, information
in diﬀerent texts is presented following a common presentation ﬂow. For
example, news articles about earthquakes often ﬁrst talk about where the
earthquake happened, what its magnitude was, then mention human casualties or damage, and ﬁnally discuss rescue eﬀorts. Such “story ﬂow”
can be learned from multiple articles from the same domain. States
in the HMM correspond to topics in the domain, which are discovered
via iterative clustering of similar sentences from many articles from the
domain of interest. Each state (topic) is characterized by a probability
distribution which indicates how likely a given word is to appear in a sentence that discusses the topic. Transitions between states in the model
correspond to topic transitions in typical texts. These HMM models do
not require any labelled data for training and allow for both content selection and ordering in summarization. The sentences that have highest
probability of conveying important topics are selected in the summary.
Even simpler approach to discovering the topics in a speciﬁc domain
can be applied when there are available samples from the domain that
are more structured and contain human-written headings. For example, there are plenty of Wikipedia articles about actors and diseases.
Clustering similar section headings, where similarity is deﬁned by cosine
similarity for example, will identify the topics discussed in each type of
article [80]. The clusters with most headings represent the most common topics, and the most common string in the cluster is used to label
it. This procedure discovers for example that when talking about actors,
writers most often include information about their biography, early life,
career and personal life. Then to summarize web pages returned by a
search for a speciﬁc actor, the system can create a Wikipedia-like web
page on the ﬂy, selecting sentences from the returned results that convey
these topics.

3.

Inﬂuence of Context

In many cases, the summarizer has available additional materials that
can help determine the most important topics in the document to be
summarized. For example in web page summarization, the augmented
input consists of other web pages that have links to the pages that we
want to summarize. In blog summarization, the discussion following the
blog post is easily available and highly indicative of what parts of the
blog post are interesting and important. In summarization of scholarly
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papers, later papers that cite the paper to be summarized and the citation sentences in particular, provide a rich context that indicate what
sentences in the original paper are important. User interests are often
taken into account in query-focused summarization, where the query provides additional context. All of these approaches relying on augmented
input have been exploited for summarization.

3.1

Web Summarization

One type of web page context to consider is the text in pages that link
to the one that has to be summarized, in particular the text surrounded
by the hyperlink tag pointing to the page. This text often provides a
descriptive summary of a web page (e.g., “Access to papers published
within the last year by members of the NLP group”). Proponents of using context to provide summary sentences argue that a web site includes
multimedia, may cover diverse topics, and it may be hard for a summarizer to distinguish good summary content from bad [20]. The earliest
work on this approach was carried out to provide snippets for each result
from a search engine [2]. To determine a summary, their system issued
a search for a URL, selected all sentences containing a link to that URL
and the best sentence was identiﬁed using heuristics. Later work has
extended this approach through an algorithm that allows selection of a
sentence that covers as many aspects of the web page as possible and
that is on the same topic [20] . For coverage, Delort et al. used word
overlap, normalized by sentence length, to determine which sentences
are entirely covered by others and thus can be removed from consideration for the summary. To ensure topicality, Delort’s system selects a
sentence that is a reference to the page (e.g., “CNN is a news site”) as
opposed to content (e.g., “The top story for today...”). He computes
topicality by measuring overlap between each context sentence and the
text within the web page, normalizing by the number of words in the
web page. When the web page does not have many words, instead he
clusters all sentences in the context and chooses the sentence that is
most similar to all others using cosine distance.
In summarization of blog posts, important sentences are identiﬁed
based on word frequency [41]. The critical diﬀerence from other approaches is that here frequency is computed over the comments on the
post rather then the original blog entry. The extracted sentences are
those that elicited discussion.
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Summarization of Scientiﬁc Articles

Impact summarization [60] is deﬁned as the task of extracting sentences from a paper that represent the most inﬂuential content of that
paper. Language models provide a natural way for solving the task.
For each paper to be summarized, impact summarization methods ﬁnd
other papers in a large collection that cite that paper and extract the
areas in which the references occur. A language model is built using the
collection of all reference areas to a paper, giving the probability of each
word to occur in a reference area. This language model gives a way of
scoring the importance of sentences in the original article: important
sentences are those that convey information similar to that which later
papers discussed when referring to the original paper. The measure of
similarity between a sentence and the language model is measured by
KL divergence. In order to account for the importance of each sentence
within the summarized article alone, the approach uses word probabilities estimated from the article. The ﬁnal score of a sentence is a linear combination of impact importance coming from KL divergence and
intrinsic importance coming from the word probabilities in the input
article.

3.3

Query-focused Summarization

In query-focused summarization, the importance of each sentence will
be determined by a combination of two factors: how relevant is that sentence to the user question and how important is the sentence in the context of the input in which it appears. There are two classes of approaches
to this problem. The ﬁrst adapts techniques for generic summarization
of news. For example, an approach using topic signature words [15] is
extended for query-focused summarization by assuming that the words
that should appear in a summary have the following probability: a word
has probability zero of appearing in a summary for a user deﬁned topic if
it neither appears in the user query nor is a topic signature word for the
input; the probability of the word to appear in the summary is 0.5 if it
either appears in the user query or is a topic signature, but not both; and
the probability of a word to appear in a summary is 1 if it is both in the
user query and in the list of topic signature words for the input. These
probabilities are arbitrarily chosen, but in fact work well when used to
assign weights to sentences equal to the average probability of words in
the sentence. Graph-based approaches [71] have also been adapted for
query-focused summarization with minor modiﬁcations.
Other approaches have been developed that use new methods for identifying relevant and salient sentences. These approaches have usually
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been developed for speciﬁc types of queries. For example, many people
have worked on generation of biographical summaries, where the query
is the name of the person for whom a biography should be generated.
Most people use some balance of top-down driven approaches that search
for patterns of information that might be found in a biography, often
using machine learning to identify the patterns, combined with bottomup approaches that sift through all available material to ﬁnd sentences
that are biographical in nature [7, 98, 81, 105, 6]. The most recent
of these approaches uses language modeling of biographical texts found
on Wikipedia and non-biographical texts in a news corpus to identify
biographical sentences in input documents.
Producing snippets for search engines is a particularly useful query
focused application [92, 95].

3.4

Email Summarization

Summarization must be sensitive to the unique characteristics of email,
a distinct linguistic genre that exhibits characteristics of both written
text and spoken conversation. A thread or a mailbox contains one or
more conversations between two or more participants over time. As
in summarization of spoken dialog, therefore, summarization needs to
take the interactive nature of dialog into account; a response is often
only meaningful in relation to the utterance it addresses. Unlike spoken dialog, however, the summarizer need not concern itself with speech
recognition errors, the impact of pronunciation, or the availability of
speech features such as prosody. Furthermore, responses and reactions
are not immediate and due to the asynchronous nature of email, they
may explicitly mark the previous email passages to which they are relevant.
In early research on summarization of email threads, [66] used an extractive summarizer to generate a summary for the ﬁrst two levels of
the discussion thread tree, producing relatively short “overview summaries.” They extracted a sentence for each of the two levels, using
overlap with preceding context. Later work on summarization of email
threads [75] zeroed in on the dialogic nature of email. Their summarizer
used machine learning and relied on email speciﬁc features in addition
to traditional features, including features related to the thread and features related to email structure such as the number of responders to a
message, similarity of a sentence with the subject, etc. Email conversations are a natural means of getting answers to one’s questions and the
asynchronous nature of email makes it possible for one to pursue several questions in parallel. As a consequence, question-answer exchanges
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ﬁgure as one of the dominant uses of email conversations. These observations led to research on identiﬁcation of question and answer pairs in
email [84, 64] and the integration of such pairs in extractive summaries
of email [58].
Email summarizers have also been developed for a full mailbox or
archive instead of just a thread. [69] present a system that can be used
for browsing an email mailbox and that builds upon multi-document
summarization techniques. They ﬁrst cluster all email in topically related threads. Both an overview and a full-length summary are then
generated for each cluster.A more recent approach to summarization of
email within a folder uses a novel graph-based analysis of quotations
within email [10]. Using this analysis, Carenini et al.’s system computes
a graph representing how each individual email directly mentions other
emails, at the granularity of fragments and sentences.

4.

Indicator Representations and Machine
Learning for Summarization

Indicator representation approaches do not attempt to interpret or
represent the topics discussed in the input. Instead they come up with a
representation of the text that can be used to directly rank sentences by
importance. Graph methods are unique because in their most popular
formulations they base summarization on a single indicator of importance, derived from the centrality of sentences in a graph representation
of the input. In contrast other approaches employ a variety of indicators and combine them either heuristically or using machine learning to
decide which sentences are worthy to be included in the summary.

4.1

Graph Methods for Sentence Importance

In the graph models inspired by the PageRank algorithm [25, 61],
the input is represented as a highly connected graph. Vertices represent
sentences and edges between sentences are assigned weights equal to the
similarity between the two sentences. The method most often used to
compute similarity is cosine similarity with TF*IDF weights for words.
Sometimes, instead of assigning weights to edges, the connections between vertices can be determined in a binary fashion: the vertices are
connected only if the similarity between the two sentences exceeds a predeﬁned threshold. Sentences that are related to many other sentences
are likely to be central and would have high weight for selection in the
summary.
When the weights of the edges are normalized to form a probability
distribution so that the weight of all outgoing edges from a given vertex
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sum up to one, the graph becomes a Markov chain and the edge weights
correspond to the probability of transitioning from one state to another.
Standard algorithms for stochastic processes can be used to compute the
probability of being in each vertex of the graph at time t while making
consecutive transitions from one vertex to next. As more and more
transitions are made, the probability of each vertex converges, giving the
stationary distribution of the chain. The stationary distribution gives
the probability of (being at) a given vertex and can be computed using
iterative approximation. Vertices with higher probabilities correspond
to more important sentences that should be included in the summary.
Graph-based approaches have been shown to work well for both singledocument and multi-document summarization [25, 61]. Since the approach does not require language-speciﬁc linguistic processing beyond
identifying sentence and word boundaries, it can also be applied to other
languages, for example, Brazilian Portuguese [62]. At the same time, incorporating syntactic and semantic role information in the building of
the text graph leads to superior results over plain TF*IDF cosine similarity [13].
Using diﬀerent weighting schemes for links between sentences that
belong to the same article and sentences from diﬀerent articles can help
separate the notions of topicality within a document and recurrent topics
across documents. This distinction can be easily integrated in the graphbased models for summarization [96].
Graph representations for summarization had been explored even before the PageRank models became popular. For example, the purpose
of an older graph-based system for multi-document summarization [55]
is to identify salient regions of each story related to a topic given by
a user, and compare the stories by summarizing similarities and diﬀerences. The vertices in the graph are words, phrases and named entities
rather than sentences and their initial weight is assigned using TF*IDF.
Edges between vertices are deﬁned using synonym and hypernym links
in WordNet, as well as coreference links. Spreading activation is used to
assign weights to non-query terms as a function of the weight of their
neighbors in the graph and the type of relation connecting the nodes.
In order to avoid problems with coherence that may arise with the
selection of single sentences, the authors of another approach [78] argue
that a summarizer should select full paragraphs to provide adequate
context. Their algorithm constructs a text graph for a document using
cosine similarity between each pair of paragraphs in the document. The
shape of the text graph determines which paragraphs to extract. In
their experiments, they show that two strategies, selecting paragraphs
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that are well connected to other paragraphs or ﬁrst paragraphs of topical
text segments within the graph, both produce good summaries.
A combination of the subsentential granularity of analysis where nodes
are words and phrases rather than sentences and edges are syntactic
dependencies has also been explored [44]. Using machine learning techniques, the authors attempt to learn what portions of the input graph
would be included in a summary. In their experiments on single document summarization of news articles, properties of the graph such as
incoming and outgoing links, connectivity and PageRank weights are
identiﬁed as the best class of features that can be used for content selection. This work provides an excellent example of how machine learning
can be used to combine a range of indicators of importance rather than
committing to a single one.

4.2

Machine Learning for Summarization

Edmundson’s early work [23] set the direction for later investigation
of applying machine learning techniques for summarization [43]. He
proposed that rather than relying on a single representation of topics
in the input, many diﬀerent indicators of importance can be combined.
Then a corpus of inputs and summaries written by people can be used
to determine the weight of each indicator.
In supervised methods for summarization, the task of selecting important sentences is represented as a binary classiﬁcation problem, partitioning all sentences in the input into summary and non-summary sentences. A corpus with human annotations of sentences that should be
included in the summary is used to train a statistical classiﬁer for the distinction, with each sentences represented as a list of potential indicators
of importance. The likelihood of a sentence to belong to the summary
class, or the conﬁdence of the classiﬁer that the sentence should be in
the summary, is the score of the sentence. The chosen classiﬁer plays the
role of a sentence scoring function, taking as an input the intermediate
representation of the sentence and outputting the score of the sentence.
The most highly scoring sentences are selected to form the summary,
possibly after skipping some because of high similarity to already chosen sentences.
Machine learning approaches to summarization oﬀer great freedom
because the number of indicators of importance is practically endless
[40, 70, 104, 44, 27, 37, 99, 51]. Any of the topic representation approaches discussed above can serve as the basis of indicators. Some
common features include the position of the sentence in the document
(ﬁrst sentences of news are almost always informative), position in the
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paragraph (ﬁrst and last sentences are often important), sentence length,
similarity of the sentence with the document title or headings, weights
of the words in a sentence determined by any topic representation approach, presence of named entities or cue phrases from a predetermined
list, etc.
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that every existing machine learning method has been applied for summarization. One important diﬀerence is whether the classiﬁer assumes that the decision about inclusion in
the summary is independently done for each sentence. This assumption
is apparently not realistic, and methods that explicitly encode dependencies between sentences such as Hidden Markov Models and Conditional
Random Fields outperform other learning methods [14, 30, 83].
A problem inherent in the supervised learning paradigm is the necessity of labeled data on which classiﬁers can be trained. Asking annotators to select summary-worthy sentences is a reasonable solution [93] but
it is time consuming and even more importantly, annotator agreement is
low and diﬀerent people tend to choose diﬀerent sentences when asked
to construct an extractive summary of a text [76]. Partly motivated by
this issue and partly because of their interest in ultimately developing
abstractive methods for summarization many researchers have instead
worked with abstracts written by people (often professional writers).
Researchers concentrated their eﬀorts on developing methods for automatic alignment of the human abstracts and the input [56, 42, 104, 4,
17] in order to provide labeled data of summary and non-summary sentences for machine learning. Some researchers have also proposed ways
to leverage the information from manual evaluation of content selection
in summarization in which multiple sentences can be marked as expressing the same fact that should be in the summary [16, 27]. Alternatively,
one could compute similarity between sentences in human abstracts and
those in the input in order to ﬁnd very similar sentences, not necessarily
doing full alignment [12].
Another option for training a classiﬁer is to employ a semi-supervised
approach. In this paradigm, a small number of examples of summary
and non-summary sentences are annotated by people. Then two classiﬁers are trained on that data, using diﬀerent sets of features which are
independent given the class [100] or two diﬀerent classiﬁcation methods
[99]. After that one of the classiﬁers is run on unannotated data, and its
most conﬁdent predictions are added to the annotated examples to train
the other classiﬁer, repeating the process until some predeﬁned halting
condition is met.
Several modiﬁcations to standard machine learning approaches are
appropriate for summarization. In eﬀect formulating summarization as
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a binary classiﬁcation problem, which scores individual sentences, is not
equivalent to ﬁnding the best summary, which consists of several sentences. This is exactly the issue of selecting a summary that we discuss
in the next section. In training a supervised model, the parameters may
be optimized to lead to a summary that has the best score against a
human model [1, 49].
For generic multi-document summarization of news, supervised methods have not been shown to outperform competitive unsupervised methods based on a single feature such as the presence of topic words and
graph methods. Machine learning approaches have proved to be much
more successful in single document or domain or genre speciﬁc summarization, where classiﬁers can be trained to identify speciﬁc types of
information such as sentences describing literature background in scientiﬁc article summarization [90], utterances expressing agreement or
disagreement in meetings [30], biographical information [105, 6, 80], etc.

5.

Selecting Summary Sentences

Most summarization approaches choose content sentence by sentence:
they ﬁrst include the most informative sentence, and then if space constraints permit, the next most informative sentence is included in the
summary and so on. Some process of checking for similarity between the
chosen sentences is also usually employed in order to avoid the inclusion
of repetitive sentences.

5.1

Greedy Approaches: Maximal Marginal
Relevance

indexGreedy Approach to Summarization One of the early summarization approaches for both generic and query focused summarization
that has been widely adopted is Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)
[9]. In this approach, summaries are created using greedy, sentenceby-sentence selection. At each selection step, the greedy algorithm is
constrained to select the sentence that is maximally relevant to the user
query (or has highest importance score when a query is not available) and
minimally redundant with sentences already included in the summary.
MMR measures relevance and novelty separately and then uses a linear
combination of the two to produce a single score for the importance of
a sentence in a given stage of the selection process. To quantify both
properties of a sentence, Carbonell and Goldstein use cosine similarity.
For relevance, similarity is measured to the query, while for novelty,
similarity is measured against sentences selected so far. The MMR approach was originally proposed for query-focused summarization in the
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context of information retrieval, but could easily be adapted for generic
summarization, for example by using the entire input as a user [33]. In
fact any of the previously discussed approaches for sentence scoring can
be used to calculate the importance of a sentence. Many have adopted
this seminal approach, mostly in its generic version, sometimes using
diﬀerent measures of novelty to select new sentences [91, 101, 65].
This greedy approach of sequential sentence selection might not be
that eﬀective for optimal content selection of the entire summary. One
typical problematic scenario for greedy sentence selection (discussed in
[57]) is when a very long and highly relevant sentence happens to be
evaluated as the most informative early on. Such a sentence may contain
several pieces of relevant information, alongside some not so relevant
facts which could be considered noise. Including such a sentence in the
summary will help maximize content relevance at the time of selection,
but at the cost of limiting the amount of space in the summary remaining
for other sentences. In such cases it is often more desirable to include
several shorter sentences, which are individually less informative than
the long one, but which taken together do not express any unnecessary
information.

5.2

Global Summary Selection

Global optimization algorithms can be used to solve the new formulation of the summarization task, in which the best overall summary
is selected. Given some constraints imposed on the summary, such as
maximizing informativeness, minimizing repetition, and conforming to
required summary length, the task would be to select the best summary. Finding an exact solution to this problem is NP-hard [26], but
approximate solutions can be found using a dynamic programming algorithm [57, 103, 102]. Exact solutions can be found quickly via search
techniques when the sentence scoring function is local, computable only
from the given sentence [1].
Even in global optimization methods, informativeness is still deﬁned
and measured using features well-explored in the sentence selection literature. These include word frequency and position in the document
[103], TF*IDF [26], similarity with the input [57], and concept frequency
[102, 32]. Global optimization approaches to content selection have been
shown to outperform greedy selection algorithms in several evaluations
using news data as input, and have proved to be especially eﬀective for
extractive summarization of meetings [77, 32].
In a detailed study of global inference algorithms [57], it has been
demonstrated that it is possible to ﬁnd an exact solution for the op-
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timization problem for content selection using Integer Linear Programming. The performance of the approximate algorithm based on dynamic
programming was lower, but comparable to that of the exact solutions.
In terms of running time, the greedy algorithm is very eﬃcient, almost
constant in the size of the input. The approximate algorithm scales
linearly with the size of the input and is thus indeed practical to use.
The running time for the exact algorithm grows steeply with the size of
the input and is unlikely to be useful in practice [57]. However, when a
monotone submodular function is used to evaluate the informativeness
of the summary, optimal or near optimal solution can be found quickly
[48, 47].

6.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have attempted to give a comprehensive overview
of the most prominent recent methods for automatic text summarization. We have outlined the connection to early approaches and have
contrasted approaches in terms of how they represent the input, score
sentences and select the summary. We have highlighted the success of
KL divergence as a method for scoring sentences which directly incorporates an intuition about the characteristics of a good summary, as well
as the growing interest in the development of methods that globally optimize the selection of the summary. We have shown how summarization
strategies must be adapted to diﬀerent genres, such as web pages and
journal articles, taking into account contextual information that guides
sentence selection. These three recent developments in summarization
complement traditional topics in the ﬁeld that concern intermediate representations and the application of appropriate machine learning methods for summarization.
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